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ti’or W8ll I wot that folk han h9re heforn
Of makyng ropen, ana lad awey the corn;
Ana I come after, glenynge here and there,
And ani full glad if I may fynde an ere
Of any goodly word that they han left. (1)
For decades the 'writings of Geoffrey Chaucer have
provided rcaterial for graduate theses and doctor’s disserta-
tions. ocholars have studiea the works word hy word for the
keys they hold to etymological, philological, grammatical, and
literary developments. The stories from ths single point of
view of narrative are fascinating, hut, in addition to this
interest, they held for me a further challenge as they sum-
gested a possible revelation of Chaucer’s literary standards.
In reading the "Canterbury Tales," I noted that Chaucer in-
cluded incidentally many critical ideas. I became interested
in the problem of just how much literary criticism could be
found here ana there in his writings.
iivery author, whether he writes critical essays about
his literary standards or not, must have an artistic perspec-
tive. In an author of genius, this perspective will show
through in his literary works. Many artistic ideas of a writer
could be inferred through the stj’-la and content of his poetry
ana prose
.
Many more ideas would emerge in dialogue and narra-
tive. In finding the criticism present in the writings of these
(1) Chaucer, "The Legend of Good Women," Prologue G, 11. 61-<^5.
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authors, I eliminatecL any inferrel critical references. My
problem for critical research has been to find in the complete
works of Jhaucer a boay of quotations which, taken together,
would form Chaucer's critical artistic perspective.
It was evident tv at many ideas expressed by charac-
ters in the dialogue might not be Chaucer's own, but expres-
I sions of popular or conventional standards transcribed from
his sources. To get a true picture of the standards followed
by important fourteenth century authors, it would be necessary
(
to know some comparative critical values. As John Gower was
consiaered by his conteniporaries as an outstanding writer, it
seemea a natural choice to select his literary standards for
comparison with those of Chaucer.
These two, however, belonged to the aristocracy. Their
education haa been the fulfilling of courtly requirements. It
was possible that their ideas were not representative of the
general standards. It was also true that most of their writing
had been in poetry. The majority of the prose works written in
anglish during the fourteenth century were concerned with re-
ligion. it seemed entirely possible that a t>’eologian mifrht
express in his writing comparative critical standards. There-
fore, for my third object of study, I chose the English writ-
ings of John Wyclif
.
The miain problem has been to cull from the writings
of these three a boay of quotations which would reveal their
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tic perspective of three fourteenth century v/riters 7;hoss naires
have livea to the present lay: Geoffrey Chaucer, Jov>n Gower,
ana John rtyclif . As these three were arrong- the first to chair-
pion the use of iiinglish, it is logical to assurre that their
critical standarls would influence the later English writers.
Geoffrey Chaucer wrote in English. John Gower was unwilling to
let his fame depend upon his writings in an unformed literary
language, ana therefore, wrote in Latin and French also. John
liVyclif wrote much in Latin hut was one of the most ardent sup-
porters of the use of English in written literature. His trans-
lation of the Bible, one of the great literary works of his
day, and his work to allow the use of English in the ceremonies
of the church furthered the use of iinglish as a literary lan-
guage. In collecting the material for this thesis I have read
the English -writings of the authors.
It is apparent that the incidental critical utter-
ances of these men cannot be consiaered representative of all
the authors who v/ere writing during this period. It would he
impossible in a paper of this size and in this limited time
to discuss all the critical writing of the century. The c>>oic©
of Gower, Chaucer, and <Vyclif -was made for the above-mentioned
reasons . I realize the inadequacy of the thesis as a resum-e or
comparison of fourteenth century critical ideas, jiy aim has
been to gather from the English -writings of these three men a
body of quotations which show their understanding of literary
probleir.s
.
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The authors have a common standard in their use of
i^nglish ao a literary language. Their justifications of this
standard, together with other critical values incidentally
stated in their ii^nglish v/orks
,
I shall attempt to clarify and
compare in the following thesis. (1)
(1) The quotations from the works of Gower are found in the
'’Jonfessio Amantis” .
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A. THi£ ORAL NATURti. OF LIT^RATURF
Before one can truly underetand tbs critical ideas of
a group of autinors it is essential to know the philosophy and
iaeoiogy of the perxoa. One should have a fairly complete pic-
ture of the literary scene before attempting to realise the
critical perspective of the authors.
i’he fourteenth century was an age of scepticism and
satire. The institutions of feudalism, which had held together
the indiviaual elements of society, were breaking up. The wars
on the Continent, the Black Death, and the Peasant's Revolt
lent notes of Repression. The instability of society and the
uneven aistribution of wealth caused h^r the mrowth of comme’^ce
lea to a worldly spirit which contrasted strangely with the
theoretical other-v;orldliness of the age.
There was little writing with a literary critical
purpose auring the midale Ages
. The influence of the Church was
great ana both directly and indirectly it hindered the growth
of literature. The Church had complete charge over the lives
of the people. It regulated their minds. Thus, their point of
view was of the other world. The thinkers of the period bad
the same spirit of "contemptus mundi” that Boethius expressed
in his '*je Consolations Philosophia"
.
They considered t^'at this
world was a vale of tsars, a place of woe and sorrow, too
temporary for joy. man's objective was not to stay on earth
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but to go to heaven. Boethius also wrote that the fine arts
were worllly vanities and of no use to man in his final quest.
Perhaps erroneously believing him to be a Christian philosopher
and influenced by his writings, t^e Chu.rch tendea to suppress
"Belles lettres" .
Moreover, during the Middle Ages Latin was the only
uniform language . The many dialects of the vernacular made the
use of it difficult. Midule English, for example, v;as composed
of ir-any aialects. On the whole this problemj existed Tintil the
introuuction of printing by Gaxton in 1476.
It was this situation which made most literat’ii^e of
I
the fourteenth century oral in nature. It was unfortunate that
during the century few people had access to books. They becam^e
acquainted with most literature through the ear. Oopyine: the
texts in longhand was a long, tedious, and expensive process,
raw librar-ies were available; private collections were even
more scarce. Wyclif deplored the fact that the young priests
coul^ not stuuy the texts of the theologians because books
were so costly:
'Bot thei robben curatis of hor offis and gostly wor-
schip, and letten hom to knowe gods laws, by holdynge
bokis fro homj, and withdrawinge of vauntages
,
^-y
whoche thei schuiden have bokes and lerne ." (l)
In ail ages, however, it has been the custom= of
people to entertain, and to be entertained by, tales and sto-
I
ries
. It was an important part of the training of both m;Sn and
(1) wyclif, Volume III, P. 397.
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7woman that they learn to recite and sing the oil stories prop-
erly;
He tawte hir til sohe was certain
Of Harpe
,
of Citole and of Rote. (])
The clarity of the voice, correctness of pronunci-
ation, and the importance of the expression of voice and of
countenance were among the teachings of the rhetoricians:
He with manly voys seith his message.
After the forme usea in his langage
,
Withouten vice of silahle or of lettre
;
Ana for his tale sholde seme the hettre.
Accordant to his wordes was his cheere
,
AS teecheth art of speche hem that it leere
. (2)
Part of the technique of courtly love-makii^g was that
the lover should sing ana recite to his lady;
And now I thenke
,
and now I tale
,
And now 1 singe, and now 1 sike. (3)
In a later line of the same hook Gower said;
And otherwise i singe a song,
lYhiche Ovide in his bokes made, (d)
i’he young squire was expected to recite poetry to his
lady and to write verses of his own as well. Chaucer’s Squire
was praised for this ability;
He koude songes make and wel endite.
Juste and eek daunce
,
and weel purtreye and write. (5)
(1) Gower, ’’Confessio Amantis,” Book viii, 11. 828 f.
(2) Chaucer, ”The Squire’s Tale,” 11. 99-104.
v3) Gower, "Confessio Amantis,” Book iv
,
11. 1178 f.
(4) idem, 11. 1210 f.
(5) Chaucer, "The Canterbury Tales,” Prologue, 11. 95 f.

Literature of this type was generally for amusement. i
lieoitations ana songs were part of the entertainment at every
kind of social gathering. People of wealth had as part of their
entourage one who coula read or recite the romances and lays
which formea the popular literature of the lay. Ohe.ucer said:
These olds gentil Britouns in hir laves
Of diverse aventures maaen layes,
dymeyed in hir firsts Briton tonge
;
V'/hich layes with hir instrurnentz they songe
,
Or ellas readen hem for hir plesaunce
.
(1)
dir Thopas called for the minstrals to tell tales in
much the same way that a person today would take up a hook to
forget his troubles. Perhaps, Ohaucer, the realist, was makins-
fun of the fanciful tales for which he called:
"Jo come," he seyae
,
"my mynstrales.
And geestours for to teller tales.
Anon in myn armynge
,
Of romances that been roiles,
Of popes and of cardinales
,
And eek of lova-likynge"
. (2)
The tales told were very often in poetic form:
They murmureden as dooth a sv/arm of been.
And maden skiles aftlr hir fantasies,
dehersynge of thise olds poetries. (3)
Lusic accompanied many of the tales. The harp, lute,
ana citole were the popular instruments of accompaniment:
olde men souneth lows.
(1) Jhaucer, "The Franklin’s Prologue," 11. 709-'713.
(2) Ohaucer, "Tale of Sir Thopas," 11. 645-850.
(3) Ohaucer, "The Squire’s Tale," 11. 204-206. Also: dower,
"Oonfsssio Amantis," Book vii, 11. 2423; viii, 11. 16'^0 ; IB'^5.
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The harp and lute were mentioned in Ohauoer:
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As it is historical knov/ledye that written hooks wear’s
scarce we may safely assume that the main spread of literature
was oral in nature
. The people ware accustomed to gather in
groups where one person coula read or sing to them. Most of the
quotations are concerned with literature of entertaining con-
tent .
(1) Gower, ” ^onfessio Amantis," Book viii, 11. 26’^8-26P0.
(2) Ghaucer , ”The Manciple’s Tale,” 11. 26'^ f.
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a. LaWGUAG^ IN LI TiiaATTTRE
Not only aiu. the lack of written hooka hamper the
epreaa of :i,nglish literature, but also a dis para e-in p: literary
attituae to-warcl the vulgar languages greatly impeded the adop-
tion of English for literary purposes . The language of the
learned was still Latin. The court, and thus the writers con-
neotea -with it, sanctioned the use of French. Verv few were the
writings of any nature made in English. Indeed, it -was not un-
til the thirteenth and fourteenth century writers demonstrated
the possibility ana the practicability of the vernacular that
iinglish made any headway at all as a literary lane-uame .
Ghaucer reported the scarcity of English rhyme in the
Envoy of 'The Gomplaint of Venus";
"Ana eke to me it ys a gret penaunce
,
Syth rymi in Englissh hath such skarsete." (1)
This lack of example made the work of the posts mors
aifficult. They were dealing with a l.;,nguage without rules for
versification. The later discussions of the Neo-classicists
concerning the relative values of Latin quantity and English
accent in poetry show in some measure the problems of the early
poets
.
In the Prologue of the "Jonfsssio Amantls", Gower re-
markea upon the paucity of English writings;
"And for that fewe men endite
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*'rr^ n^;f3A ois^edno; *’ -. Id do ec/-iOlc'iq edJ nl
: p’-QiTl.UTff deilH'^^ do ydiocj^q 6tiJ nqqu £.cj»'1£-j
e-jli-nt. I'c-.n e%c'i nod onA"
. .IT ,yovn.
,
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vi.avy*iHi
1 oure englissh, i thenke make
A bok for Engelonies sake. ( ''
)
It was natural that authors should hesitate to P’ive
their work to the people in a language that had not been p-roved
aaequate
.
The learned scholars were not ready to accept work
written in English. Eurtherruore
,
there were technical problems.
The grammatical rules of Latin and French were stabilized
the time of the kiddle Ages, c^nglish, however, was in the
formative stage;
And for then is so gret diversite
In Englissh and in writynge of our tonge,
So prey I God that non myswrite the,
He the mysmetre for defaute of tonge
,
And red wherso thow be, or elles songs.
That thow be understonde
,
God I bissche . (2)
There was a feeling that the language was not as
musical as the classical languages were . This lack was felt
then more than we realize now, for English did not lend itself
reaaily to rules for Latin versification. Chaucer humorously
expressed this thought in his description of the Friar of, the
Canterbury Pilgrims:
Eorawhat he lisped, for his wantownesse.
To make his Englissh sweets upon bis tonp:e. (3)
yVyclif demonstrated a disadvantage in the use of Eng-
lish which has never been remiedied. The case, gender, and num-
ber of Engiish words cannot, in all cases, be list inguishsd by
(1) Gower, ’’Confessio Amjantis,” Prologue, 11. 22-25.
(2) Chaucer, "Troilus and Criseyde,” 11. 1793-1796.
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the forrr: of the word itself:
”bot here may men betere sey in Latin the sotilte
of this matere
,
for artiolis v/ith case, crendre
,
ana noumbre helpen here for to speke." (1)
The English theological writings of John '.Vyclif were
among the first examples of English prose. His purpose was to
put the doctrines ana laws of Christianity into English so that
all the people could comprehend the tru.e meaning of Christ’s
teachings . This work heightened the respect in which English
was beginning to be held. He stated clearly in his sermons and
in his treatises the reasons why he usel English. He felt that
the people had a right to know the words of Cod in their own
language so that they coula fully understand them. This under-
standing should lead to a stronger faith and thus, to a
stronger church:
’’Alle these questipuns be hard to telle hem. trew-
ly in Englische, but yit charite dryveth men to
telle hem surawhat in Englische, so that men may
beste v/hite by this x:.nglische v;hat is Codais wills." (2)
In the face of a disparaging attitude toward the
vernacular ,Vyclif defended the use of the language of the neo-
ple by declaring it worthy in the sight of Cod. This defense
would have weight only if enoueh people could be oersuaded to
share the belief:
"and syththe the truthe of Cod stondeth nougt
in one langage more than in another, tot whoevere
lyveth best, techeth best, pleseth most Cod, of
(1) iiVyclif, Volume III, P. 75.
(2) Idem, p. 183.
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.4. ,XIx tn»uXov ,‘txXoy 4 . (Xj
.>.BX ,neui (S)
wbat langage avaro ha ha, tharfora t>^i3 Draver*9
,
aaolarad an iilnglyssche , may adify tha lav/ada
papla (1
)
"And thus hi autorita of tha lawa of dod men
shuldan spake hir wordis as doddis lawa spakith,
and strange not in spacha from undirstondinga
of tha pupla (2)
A'yolif was not alone in his use of English in church
mattars
.
Howaver, tha important clergyman of the day continue!
to use Latin!
"And this movath sum man to tails in Englisha
Poulis pistalis, for sum men may heters wite
harbi what God meneth bi Foul.” (3)
”But sith it is of avena auctorite with othar gos-
pels of Christ and of had santance and good, that
ware profitable to tha Ghirche, sum men wolde deia
it in hir mouir langage as thei cunnen.” (4)
His work was bitterly condemned by othar priests of
the church not only on the grounds of harasy, >"ut also for his
use of English. vVyclif, in fact, v/as callaa hafore an ecclesias-
tical court on charges leading to excommunication*.
'’And herfore oo greet Bishop of Engelond, as man
saian, is yval paisa that Godais laws is writun in
iinglis
,
to lewide men; and he pursuath a praest,
for he writath to man this Englishe, and somonith
him and travailith him, that it is hard to him
to rowta.” (5)
Gower declared his intention in the use of English to
U) /i/’yclif
,
Volume 111, JP. 96.
(2) A'yc lif Vo luma I, P. 79. Also:
(3) Wyc lif Volume II, P . 221.
ii) Idem, F . 393.
(5) rfVyclif Volume I, P. 207.
Volume III, P. 39*^.
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be the furthering of truth by making known the stories of the
womans. The stories told by the Romans and Greeks were read for
the examples they offered of moral and worthwhile lives. There-
fore a "moral'* poet might well take as his purpose the writing-
of these stories in a tongue know’-n to the people as a -vvhole:
And thogh the clerk and the c largesse
In latin tunge it rede and s1np;e,
yit for the more knoulechirige
Of trouthe
,
which is good to v;its
,
1 schal declare as it is write
In liingleissh, for thus it began. (1)
Ohaucsr also 'wrote of telling in English the stories
of the classical languages. In many cases Chaucer cited erro-
neous or fictitious sources. The announced intention of re-
telling the old stories may have become conventional among
authors
;
For myn entent is
,
or I fro you fare
,
The naked text in i^nglish to declare
Of many a storv, or elles of manv a veste
,
As autours seyn; leveth hem if you lasts*. (2)
It was no wonder that many stories were lost when
there were only a few manuscripts:
For hit ful deps is sonken in my mynds
<Vith pitous hert in Fnglyssh to endite
This olde storie
,
in Latyn which I fynde
Of quene Aneliaa and fals Arcite .
That side, which that al can frete and bite,
As hit hath freten mony a noble storie,
Hath nygh devoured out of oure memorie. (3)
\,lj Gower, "Confessio Amantis," Book vi
,
11, 9P1-986.
(2) Chaucer, "The hegend of Good vVomen," Prologue
(3) Chaucer, "Anslida and Arcite," 11. 6-14.
G, 11. 65-°^.
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Jhaucer attrihutea the "Troilus” to an author whorri
he callea ’’Lollius:
For whi to every lovere 1 me excuse
,
That of no sentement I this endite
,
But out of Latyn in my tonge it write. (1)
According to Professor Rohinson no Lollius is known.
Chaucer may have either created the name or used that of a
writer whom, we do not kuow
.
i’he main source of t^'e "Troilus"
was the ”Pilostrato^
.
If the example of these three writers can he con-
siaered representative the authors who wrote in the vernacular
felt obliged to set down their reasons for doing so. This may
have become a convention in writing in English.
U) Chaucer, "Troilus and Criseyde," Book ii, 11. 12-14:.
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FAulILIAR TYPiiS OF WRITING
In ordar to avaluats the critioism of any period, it
is essential to know just w^^at t^pea of writing we^-’e knov/n to
the writers. The critical proMems of a century cannot be
understood until one knows the works on which they are based.
Critical views, which seem unbalanced in the liprbt of modern
learning, ana particular stresses on subjects which are now
taken for granted are explained when we knov/ wif^ what tvoes
literature the authors were familiar. Judging, as all the stats
ments in this thesis do, from the words of the auf'^ors
,
one
finds that the great majority of the literary v/orks of the
fourteenth century were written in the poetic form. One would
therefore expect to find many views based on poetical standards
iiioreover, we find that most of the poetry mentioned
may be divided into two main groups: the lyric poems and the
narrative poems. Among the types of lyric poetry mentioned are
ronaels, ballades, virelayes, complaints, songs, carols, and
lays. The use of the ballads, rondel, and virelaye shows the
strong influence of old French poetry on this limiter verse.
In his youth Ohaucer wrote many lyrics . The theme of
most of his songs was love. In the Proloerue to ’’The Leyend of
Good Women”
,
Chaucer presented a list of his poems praising
the work of Venus;
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That hightsn ha lades, roundels, vine laves. (1)
The lay was a popular medieval type of poetry. It is
supposed that iv.arie de France was the originator of the form
which became so well liked thiat many authors followed her ex-
ample . The tale tola by the Franklin was supposed to >^e a





Gower, too, mientioned the abundance of lyric poetry,
i'he carols ana songs v/ere connected with thoughts of Dleasuv’e
an>-i. joy;
And every lif which coude sings
Of lusti womnien in the route
A freissh carols hath sunge abouts
. (3)
He referred to the pleasant custom of repeating the
songs orally, perhaps to music;
That schs carols upon a song. (4)
Aany lyric poets concerned themselves with the writ-
ing of complaints to their loved ones, or about them. So miuch
was recorded in the works of Chaucer about the v/riting of coir-
piaints that it seemisa aavisable to aiscuss the subject m’ors
fully in a later section.
Throughout his writings we find such allusions to the
(1) Chaucer, ” I'he Legend of Good Women,” Prologue G, 11. 42h f.
(2) Chaucer, ”The Book of the duchess,” 11. f.
(3) Gower, ”Confessio Amantis,” Book v, 11. 3144-3146.
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»<yclif, too, noted the popule^rity of the lyrics. He
aeplored the worlaly nature of the themes. The fact t>^at he was
so unequivocal in his denunciation suggests that the worldly
song was a strong favorite:





wyclif contenaea that the lyrics, heinp: worldly sone-s,
taught the pleasures of a worldly life . This v/as utterly
opposed the the medieval attitude. Thus, to the serious clerv-^-
man that v;hich was not concerned with v/a-'^-s of entering >^eaven
was sinful:
oumme techen novelries of songis, to stire men to
jolite and harlotrie
. (3)
Jhronicles and romances formed a conspicuous and an
eminent group of narrative poems. Again Wyclif opposed the fa-
vor with which these were received by the people:
But summe techen here children jeestis of batailles,
ana fals cronyclis not nedful to here soulis. (l)
He specifically contended with the telling of chron-
icles by the clergy. This was a prevalent custom and must have
dhaucer, ’’The Merchant’s Tale,” 11. lS80-lh®2.
(2) *vyclif, Volume II, P. 213.
(3) wyclif. Volume III, p. 196.
(4:) Idem.
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Bot thei schulaen not preche cronyclis of the 'world,
as ths hatei of Troy©, n© other nys© fables. (1)
Gower often gave credit to a chronicle for the source
of his story:
•jyfherof th.e wyde worldes fair'©
Vifrit in Ohronique is yit withholds. (2)
The ronjance and the chronicle shared the popular fan-
cy. The poetic
to that of the
have access to
night, utterly
form of the narrative served a similar function
modern novel. Those fortunate enough to own or
a copy of a romance would read far into the
absorbed in the narrative:
Upon my bed 1 sat uprigV.t
And bad oon reche me a book,
A romaunce
,
and he it me tok
To rede, ana drive the night away;
For me thought© it beter play
Than play either at ches or tables,
ivna in this bok were written fables
That clerkes had in old© tyme
,
And other poets, put in rime
To rede
,
and for to be in minde
While men loved the law© of kinds. (?)
A'yclif considered the absorption of the reader in
the romance he was reading to be well snoue'h known to serve
as a sim.ile:
Ana as man, reding© on a book, takith noon heede to
(1) vVyclif, Volume III, P. 147.
(2) Gower, "Uonfessio Amantis,” prologue, 11. 100 f. Also: Pro-
logue, 1. 17; Book ii, 11. 229'^ f; 1. 2504; 1. 2'^9« ; vi , 1. t159
(3) Jhaucer, ’’The Book of the Duchess,” 11. 46-56.
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'Ti*: .q ,ItI ©iTtuIoV ,’iiIC'Y.< (I)
-cnq rc£ '“Cr .II .etJjaoXo'iS *", ax jn.Bi34 oxeae'iiiol-" ,nfcWoP (^‘x
thing biside ... ( 1
)
Usually, however, the romance or the shorter hallad
•was read orally for the general entertainment of a p:roup:
min lire with a good pitance
Is fedd of redinge of romance
Of Ydoine and of Amadas
. (2)
The x''riar of the Canterbury Pilp-roms -was noted for
his ability to recite the ballads:
Of yeaaynges he baar outrely the pris. (3)
one
The ability to read the romances entertainingly was
of the accomplishments of the courtly lover:
Or elles that hir list comaunde
To rede and here of Troilus,
rtiht as sche wole or so or t>>ua
I am al redi to consents. (4)
Both Gower and Chaucer mentioned by name tbs romances
concernea with the exploits of Lancelot of the Lake.
Por if thou wolt the hokes reds
Of Lancelot ana othre mo
Ther miht thou seen hou it was tho
Of armes
,
for thei wolde atteigne
To love ... ( 5
)
In the following quotation and in another passage in
the "Troilus”, Chaucer notea that the romances we^e the delig''^t
(1) Viiyclif, Volume II, P. 39. Also: Chaucer, "The Legend of
Gooa iVomen,” Prologue G, 1. 29.
(2) Gower, "Confessio Amantis,” Book vi
,
11.
(3) Chaucer, "The Canterbury Tales,” Prologue, 1. 237.
(4) Gower, "Confessio Amantis,” Book iv
,
11. 2'^94-2'^97.
^5) Idem, 11. 2034-2037.
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This atorie is also trew, I undertake,
As is the hock of Laimcelot de Lake,
That 'wommen holds in fnl ff.reet rsversncs . (1)
Other typical subjects for romances were:
Of Horn chiia ana of Ypotys
,
Of Beves and Sir Ouy
,
Of Sir Lytecsx and Pleyndamoor
. (2)
Of this list there is some discussion among sci^olars.
Professor Hobinson ( 646 ) mentions the two Horn rom.ances of
”Aing Horn” and ”Horn Child and Maiden Rimnild” , The ”YDotvs”
is a legend which Professor Ro> inson suggests Chaucer miprht
have added ’’for the purpose of burlesque" .
A third type of poetry was coarse in content and of-
ten offensive to our modern taste. This included the tales of
japes told in goliardic poetry and in fabliaux. The roliardic
verses were usually in Latin. They we^^e convivial, worldly, and
frequently sinful in theme. The fabliaux were of the same type,
but were narrative in content and were often told in English.
Chaucer described the miller as one who told these stories:
and a goliardeys
And that was moost of synne and v^arlctries. (3)
Pabliaux were also told in prose, hut t>’e ’^ore cus-
tomary subjects of prose writings pertained to theolomy and
religion. Biblical stories, homilies, exempla, stories of f*^e
U) Chaucer
,
” The Hun’s Priest’s Tale ,” 11. 4401-1403.
U) Chaucer ” Tale of eir Thopas,” 11 . 69'7-P99.
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lives of tile saints
,
ana argurr.ents of ti^e theological scholars
\vere the main types of prose .
The people, in general, accepted the words of the
Bible as literal truth:
rthersof 1 finae in special
A tale writen in the Bible
,
iVhiche moste needea be credible. (1)
The religious homilies were often tedious and ex-
ceaaingly boring. Yet, they we^’e the preferred method of teach
ing in sermons:
Bot who that wolde ensample take,
dregoire upon his Omelie
Ayein the olouthe of Prelacie. (8)
The arguments of the clerks have become almost oro-
verbial. one example of the absurdity to which thev were led
is the problem they discussed enalessly of how many angels
could stand on the head of a pin. A knowledge of abstract
logic is essential to an understanding of what they say.
Jhaucer makes the Pranklin say:
1 woot wel clerkes -vol seyn as hem leste.
By argumentz
. (3)
Jhaucer again mentioned the ereat discussions of the
clerks in ’’Troilus and Jriseyde"
. One of the problems for
argument was that of destiny:
But natheless, alias, whom shal I leeve?
(1) dower, "Jonfessio Amantis," Prologue, 11. f’^3-5'^5.
(8) dower, "Jonfessio Amanti^" Book v, 11. 1900-1908.
^3) Jhaucer, "The Franklin’s Tale," 1. 865 f.
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i^'or thar ban grete clerkes many oon
,
That (lastyne thorugb argnrnentes prave
. (1)
vVyclif mantionad the talas of tha saint’s lives. These
ware often leganas with little basis in truth; tt’arafora, >^a
oonaemnad them as material for sermons. In one of ^is sermons
he wrote:
To sum man it plesith for to tella tha talis f^at t>'ei
finaen in seintes lyves
,
or withouten holi writt; and
sioh thing plesth ofte m.ora tha papla
. (2)
These were tha types of poetry and prose with which
the fourteenth century author was familiar. One must expact t^e
critical refarences, then, to ha concerned only with 'such lit-
erature. Their critical standards wera drawn mainly from
poetry of it'rench
,
Latin, Greek, or Italian origin.
"Troilus and Griseyda,”vl) Ohaucer,









furthermore, important to know on what subjects
these authors wrote, as ore must judge their criticism in the
i
light of medieval knowledge. What were the subjects of the
books most prevalent during the ^.^iddle Agos?
Tragedy was an important elem.ent in medieval writing.
! An author could adapt the tragic tale so that a moraljzing
: enaing was coLpatible to the story. This made tragedy accectable
i
to the writer who strove to spread the ideals of the doctrines
i
of meaieval thought. Ohaucer, in "The ixionk's Tale,” (i) closely
followea the definition of tragedy found in Aristotle’s




litel bok, go, litel myn trarredye,
Ther Goa thi makers yet, er that he dye,
3o senae myght to make in som comedye’.
But litel book, no makyng thow n’envie,
But subgit be to alls poesye;
Ana kis the steppes, whereas thow sesst r)ac3
Virgile, Ovide, Omer, Lucan, ana Stacs
. (2)
.laost medieval men who were sufficiently educated to
I




practiced the arts of chivalry, they were, naturally, in-
.





(1) Jhaucer, ’’The i,.onk's Tale,” 1. 1991; cf. P. 38.
i
(2) Jhaucer, ”Troilus and Jriseyde,” 11. 1^86-1'’93.
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.v*any of the romances toll of the lives of kinp:3
,
queens, and knights, relating their heroic exploits in follow-
ing the laws of chivalry;
This bok ne spak but of such thinges,
Of quenes lives, and of kinges,
Ana many other thinges smale . (1)
I'here was a regular procedure which the young man in
love must follow. At one time during tbs courtship the pre-
tendea scorn of the laay so effected the knight that he took
to his bea . The stories aealing with love and courtship usually
told of this type of chivalric love with its definite rules for
behavior. All courtships follower the same pattern. This type
of story was popular:
Of bataille ana of chivalry.
Ana of ladyes love-drury
Anon I wol yow telle. (2)
The stories were usually collections of the exploits
of a man of high birth, not tales of the doings of ordinary or
lowly people. As is always true, the battlefield offered one
of the best situations for these heroic deeds. Thus, stories
of war found favor. Wyclif wrote;




dlosely connected with the tales, of chivalry were
(1) Ohaucer, ’’The book of the duchess,” 11. 5'^-59.
(2) Jhaucer, ’’The Tale of bir Thooas,” 11. P94-«9g
.
^3) Wyclif, /olume I, P. 250.
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the tales of the wonderful exploits in classical apes. These
were usually translated or retold from the Latin and the dreek
originals
:
Bot the Troian gestes, as th3-'? felle,
In Omer, or in Jares
,
or in Dite,
»i/hoso ttiat kan may rede ham as they write. (1)
Also from the Greek tales came the mvths which were
told for amusement:
The day was merie ana fair ynowh
,
CiChon with othre pleide ana lowh
Ana fallen into tales news,
How that the freisshe floures grewe
,
And how the grene leves spronge
,
Ana how that love among the yonge
Began the hertes thanne awake. (2)
The most common theme of medieval poetry was love in
its many aspects:
r<’or whan I of here loves rede,
i»iin jire with the tale 1 fade. (3)
dhaucar and Gower selected the loyalty of women as
an important aspect of love . Although the sincerity of G^au-
cer's statements concerning woman's fidelity is dubious, the
subject was a popular one among medieval writers. The authors
which they followed, or which they pretended to follow, set
the example
:
'.i/hat seyth also the epistel of Ovyde
(1) dhaucer, "Troilus ana driseyde," 11. 145-14'^.
^2) Gower, "donfessio Amantis," Book vi
,
11. 2081-208’^.
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Of trewe wyvea ani of hare labour?
what Vincent in his li^storyal iiuy ’our?
Ek all the worll of auctors raaystov; here,
Jristene ana hethene, trete of swioh rr-atere . ( ''
)
Many stories were told to illustrate the fidelity of
worren. !o introduce the tale of Constance whici^ was told hv t^e
iaan of Law ^haucar spoke of ’-'er goodness, in a tale of an
utterly different type told hy the Eranklin Chaucer wrote;
H.0 than a thousand stories, as I gesso,
i'lOuie I now telle as touchynge this Tratiere. (2)
Again, Chaucer referred to the authors of the past
who had used this theme:
Yis, God wot, sixty hokes olds and ne'we
Hast thow thyself, alia ful of storyes ecrete
,
That hothe Aomayns ana ek Grekes trete
Of sundry we men
,
wh1c>’ l^’-f that they ladde
,
Aha evera an hunurad good ageyne oon hadde
This knoweth God, ana alle clerkas eke.





what seith Jerome agayns Jovynyan? (3)
iiiany of the tales of love are retold from the "lleta-
morphoses” of Ovia:
Oviae vvrote of many thinges,
Among the whiche in his wrytinges
He tolde a tale in Possie,
Which toucheth unto Jelousie,
Upon a certain cas of love. (4)
Gower added adverse criticisms of the use of love as
(1) Chaucer
,
'’The Legend of Good Vomen
,
” Prologue ?, 11. 305-9
.
Chaucer "The Franklin's Tale,” 11. 1412 f.
(3) Chaucer "The j_,egena of Good '.Vomen, ” Prologue F, 11. 2'^2-PO.
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Ia subject for poetry. He observed tba
deal adequately with the subject of 1
perience the emotion as passionately
the "Jonfessio Amantis" ha wrote:
2P
t an olier noet could not
ove as be did not ex-
as a young poet did. In
Fro this day forth to take reste,
That I noraore of love make
.
But he which hath of love bis make
It sit him wel to singe and daunoe
,
And do to love bis entendance
,
In songes both and in seyinges
After the lust of his pleyinges
For he hath that he wolae have .
But where a man sbal love crave
Ana faile, it stant al otherwise. (1)
Gower stated that love is a subject more likely to
be adequately treated by a poet who cannot hope to explain the
greatness of God's world:
I may noght streiccbe ud "o the bevene
jiiin hand, ne settan al in evens
This world, wbi:;h evere is in balance:
It stant noght in my suffioance
3o grate thinges to compasse
,
Bot I mot let it overpasss
And traten upon othre thinges,
Forthi the Stile of my writinp;es
Fro this day forth 1 thenke change
Ana spake of thing is noght so strange, ...




In the works of authors imbued with the medieval
philosophy that man's time on earth is a punishmient and a
preparation for the v/orld to come, it is natural to expect a
(1) Gower, "Gonfessio Amantis," Book viii, 11. +30 '^ 6 -'^hPF
.
(2) Idem, Book i, 11. 1-12.
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1atraaa on religion. The importance of religious thoughts is
eviaent in many phases of medieval life and is necessarily re-
j
fleeted in its literature. vVyclif declared that the four ruling
passions of a man’s life, and hence those most suitably ex-
pressed by the poet, are:
joie and sorwe
,
hope ana drede of thingis that
shulden come. (1)
in the field of entertaining reading Ohaucer referred
to the popularity of the stories of the lives of the saints.
He tells us that woman were particularly fond of these tales
and legends. They like:
To bidde and rede on holv sevntes Iwes
. (8)
I
When at the close of his life Chaucer wrote his fa-
' mous tractation ,” he asked that his fame depend upon his
moral works ana that his other v^rork be forffotten:
!




others bookes of legendes of seintes, and omelies,
and moralities, and devocioun, t> at thank I our
I Lord ana his Mooder
. (3)
The Father Confessor of Amans advised Gowrer to write
no more of worldly love, but to write of "vertu moral". Venus
said to him;
And tarie thou mi Court nomore
,
' Bot go ther vartu moral duelleth,
(1) Wyclif, \/olume I, p. 18'^.
(2) Chaucer, "Troilus and Criseyde," Book ii, 1.
1 (3) Chaucer, "Retractation".
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#her b^n thi bokss, as rnan tslleth,
.Vhioha of long time thou hast ^A^rite . (1)
Chaucer, too, perceived the transitory nature of
worluly love. He noted the «vorthiness of the subject for use
in literature:
God woot that worldly joye is soon ago;
And if a rethor koude fairs endite,
He in a cronycle sauflv myKhte it w^ite
As for a sovereyn notabilitee. (2)
Other prose works, almost out of the realm of lit-
erature
,
anu yet somewhat related to it beoause of constant
reference to them in the works of fourteenth century writers,
uealt with astrology anu with philosophy.
Astrology was one of the most important studies of
the uay
. The time of many of Chaucer's poems can be determined
by the astrological remarks. The medievalis's placed great
weight on the findings of the study. In the tale told by the
i^ranklin Chaucer wrote:
He hym, remembred that, upon a day.
At Orliens in studis a book he S3.y
Of raagyk
,
naturesl, which his felawe,
That was that time a bachaler of lawe ... (3)
The position of the planets was understood to in-
fluence the life of man. The daily positions of the m^oon, or
the signs of the zouiac in which each planet exerted the most
(1) Gower, "Confessio Amantis,” Book viii, 11. 2922-2925.
(2) Chaucer, "The Nun's Priest's Tale," 11. 3204-320’^.
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.Vhich book: apak rrjuchel of the operaciouna
Touchynge the eighte ana twenty mansiouns ... (1)
1
i many manuacripts dealt with the subject of philos-
ophy. The vvorka of Ariatotle in Latin epigrams we>^s well known
to the scholara:
ii’or him was levers have at his beddes heed
iwsnty bookes
,
claa in blak or reed,
Of Aristotle ana his philosophie. (2)
Ihe meaieval writers aia not strive for originality
and novelty in their works. They were proud to admit tbeir
debt to classical ana other authors. Iheir aim in writing was
to tell soniwwhat better that which had been told before. Chau-
cer wrote:
ihanne mote we to bokes that we fynds
,
Thourgh whiche that olde thynges ben in mynde
.
Ana to the doctryne of these olds wyss
Yeven credence
,
in every skylful wyss
Ana trowen on these olds approved storyes
Of holynesse, of rsgnes, of victoryes
Of love, of hate, of other sondry thvnges
Of which 1 may not make rehersynges
.
And if that olde bokes wsren aweye
Ylorsri were of remembrance the keys.
Vtfel oughts us thanne on olde bokes levs.
There as there is non other assay by prevs
. (3)
In many cases the author merely retold, or, if the
(1) Chaucer, ”Ths Franklin’s Tale,” 11. 1129 f.
C2) Chaucer, "The Canterbury Tales," Prologue, 11. 293 f.
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souroa was in another language, t r'anslated , ^eepinp" as closely
as possible to the original woras and meaning of the work which
they were translating:
32 .
iit'or bothe have 1 the wordes and sentence
Of hyra that at the seintes reverence
The storie wroot
,
ana folwen hire legende . (1)
Yet, when he translated the "Tale of Melibee" Chancer
freely aadea proverbs to the original.
Both Chaucer and Gower prefaced almost every tale
with a reference to the source of their material, although the
source mentionea was not always exact. The authors which were
most often declared to be the originators of the stories were
Ovid, Seneca, and \/’irgll. Scholars are of the opinion f*^at in
many cases these allusions are false and v/ere noted merely to
give more aignity ana prestige to the writing. The "Troilus
ana criseyae” is a noteworthy example of this. Chaucer attrib-
uted the work to an author named ^Lollius” although the source
was clearly the ”Filo3trato” of Boccaccio. The subject of the
”Confessio amantis" suggests the reason for the preponderance
of tales whose source can be found in the "Metamorphoses” of
Ovia
;
Ovide seide as I schal seie,
Ana in his methamor he tolde
A tale, which is good to holde. (2)
(1) Chaucer, "The Second Nun’s Prologue,” 11. 81-83.
(2) Gower, "Confessio Amantis,” Book v, 11. 6'^10-P'’13.
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V ^pOfi •1 I V \v V . L
iiaany tales begin with a statement similar to the
following;
Ovide telleth in his sawes ... (1)
In the single tale of Melibee, Ohaucer mentioned the
name of Ovid, three times; of Seneoa, sixteen times; of Tullius
I
ten times; of Jato, five times. In adaition, he quoted at least
I
once each from the writings of Piers Alfonce
,
of Jassidorie, of
Jato, of oolomon, of Pope Innocent, and of Saints Paul, Jerome,
James, ana Austin.
dower ana Jhaucer acknowledged several times their
indebtedness to Seneca. Gower introduced a tale with the fol-
lowing reference:
Senec 'witnesseth openly. (2)
Jhaucer mentionea Seneca in many places. In "The
Monk's Tale" he wrote:
This oeneca, of which that I devyse
By cause Nero hadde of hyra swich drede
. (3)






(1) dower, "Jonfessio Araantis," Book iv
,
II. 3317-3318; i, 1.
333; 1. 386; 1. 22^4 ; Book ii, 1. 106; and Book iii, 1.
361.
(2) dower, "Jonfessio Amantis," Book ii, 1. 3095.
(3) Jhaucer, "The Monk's Tale," 11. +3693 f; 1. 25 ^ 3 ; also;
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^.anv of the tales were taken from the popular chron-
c/
ides of the lay. A common introluetion to a story v/as a state-
ment similar to this:
i finle ensample in a Croniqe . (1)
ihe author of the original material was not always
mentionel. In many cases Jhaucer ana Go'wer gave "olle ’^okes”
the creait for their tales. In the '’donfessio Amantis" jower
wrote
;
30 as these olie bokes tale,
I schal thee tell© a redi tale. (2)
The tala told by the Knig^'t in "The Oanterbury Tales”
was actually taken from the "Teseide” of Boccaccio. However,
the Knight attributed the story to old books:
as olde bokes seyn.
That al this storie tellen moors pleyn. (3)
That wise rascal of the Oanterbury Pilgrims, the Par-
doner, explained the common opinion rec:ardine the use of the
old tales. The people already knew and loved them; they found
them more to their liking because th-jy understood them:
Thanne telle I hem ensample manyoon
Of olae stories longs tyme agoon.
(1) Gower, ’’Jonfessio Amantis,” Book i, 1. 759 ; also: 1. ]40d.
(2) Idem, Book v, 1. 5227.
(3) Ohaucer, ’’The Knight's Tale,” 11. 1463 f; also: "Tronlus
and Oriseyde,” 11. 1198 f; Gower, "Oonfessio Amantis" Book i,
1. 1994.
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r'’'or lawel paple loven tales ol-ie
;
Swich thynges kan they wel reporta and bolie . (I)
(1) Ohauoer, "The Pardoner's Prologue," 11. 435-438.
.:cVoX
'lo'u
(r) .ef-Ior* i.M£ tJnooc'i It*'' ‘ "ioiw^
. “ri-.'cr .II ”, fusolc^^l fc ' nerrot'TJB'^ eri'i ” .'leouiuiv (I;
II. jiiiriJioM
H. GPiriJIoiVi OP AUTHORS
Bacausa Ohaucer ana Gowor lia thsir writing at fhs
same time ana for the same court, many scholars have sought to
prove that thaj/ were on unfrienaly terms. It seemel that two
authors of such eminence might harbor miutual envy. No critic
has been able to confirm the existence of such enmity. There
are a few passages in which Gower criticized Ohaucer and more
in which Ohaucer criticized Oov;er, but the main tenor of the
passages is friendly.
There is no doubt that Ohaucer was sincerely criti-
cizing Gower for his stories of Oanace and of Tyro AppOllonius.
Ohaucer eschuea such themes in all his writings. In the intro-
duction to his tale the Man of Law saia of Ohaucer:
But carte inly no word na writeth he
Of thilke wikke ensample of Oanacee
,
That lovea hir owene brother synfully;
(Of swiche cursed stories I sey fy'.
)
Or ellis of Tyro Appollonius,
Hov/ that the cursed kyng Antiochus
Birafte his doghter of hir maydenhede
,
That is so horrible a tale for to rede
,
Whan he hir threw upon the pavement
.
Ana therefore he of ful avysement
,
Nolde nevere write in none of his sermons
Of s’wiche unkinde abhomynaciouns
. (1)
Nevertheless, Chaucer deemed Gower, as aij. his con-
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temporaries to he a writer of good moral stories worthy of
Gommenaat ion in terms of medieval philosophy. Fe iedicated the
'Troilus ana Jriseyde” to Sower and to Ralph Strode. Accordinfr
to Professor Robinson (951) the epithet "moral” was often used
in connection 'with Gower’s work. Strode was ”an eminent Thomist
philosopher ana an authority on logic” . iviOst of bis work >'as
teen lost. The dedication follows:
"0 moral Gower, this book I directe
To the and to the, philosophical Strode,
To voucher sauf, then nele is, to corrects.
Of youre benignites and zeles goods. (1)
At the close of the "Jonfessio Am*antis" Gowar com-
mented upon the excellence and number of the poems which Chau-
cer haa written in his youth. These poems were chiefly con-
cerned with love. Using Venus as his mouthpiece, be observed
that Chaucer was too old for such writing, and should turn >"is
attention to serious and moral themiss. As she prepares to leave
Amans Venus bids him:
Ana gret wal Chaucer whan ye mete.
As mi disciple and mi poets:
For in the floures of his youths.
In sonari wise, as he wel couthe
,
Cf Jitees ana of songes glade
,
The which he for mi sake male
The lond fulf ila is overal
.
wherof to him in special
Above alle other I am most holds. (8)
The follow'ing lines in the Prologue of "The L9B;end of
(1) Chaucer, "Troilus and Jrisevde," 11. 1856-1P59.
(8) Gower, "Confessio Amantis,” Book viii, 11. +2941-2949.
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Goo-1 Vv’oriian'’ have usually been interpreted as a friendly flint?
at Gower because of his charge that Chaucer was too old for
the service of love:
Although thow reneyed hast my lay,
As others olde foies many a day. (I)
Chaucer expressed his judgment of his own writing
through the uialogue of the Canterbury Pilgrims. It is difficult
to find his true meaning in all that he has written because of
his tendency to write ironically. One receives the impression
that such a statement as the one which precedes a list of hia
poems in the "Legend of Good Women" is merely conventional
moaesty. Chaucer is presented to the god of Love by Alceste
with these words;
The man hath served you of his kunnyne-e
Ana furthrad well youre laws in his makvnere
A1 be hit that he kan not wel endite
Yet hath he make! lewed folk delyte
To serve you in preysinge of your name
.
He made the book that bight the wous of Pams,
Ana eke the Jesth of Blaunche the Juchssse
Ana the Parlercent of poules, as I gesse.
And al the love of Palamon and Arcite
Of Thebes, thogh the storye is knowen Ivte
. { 2 )
It is clear that both Gower and Chaucer deemed the
subject of love, ana its related themes, proper for literary
treatment. Their preoccupation with this thsmis m:ads the subject
of the work their first point of criticism. Indeed, the primary
(1) Chaucer, "The Legena of Gooa ’Women," Prologue G, 11. 315 f.
(2) Idem, 11. 410-119.

standard of their critical acceptance of an author sesn:s to
have been the subject of his writings; the second was >'is
technique. The ttan of naw says of Jhaucer:
I Ran right now no thrifty tale seyn
That Jhaucer, thogh he Ran but lewedly
On metres and on rhymyng craftily,
Hath seyd hem in swich cinglissh as he Ran
Of olde tyme
,
as Rnoweth many a man;
Ana if he have noght seyd hem, leve brother.
In o booR, he hath seyd hem in another,
ii’or he hath toold of loveris uc and doun
iv.o than Ovide made of mencioun. (l)
This critical standard combined wit^ t>^e interest
the meaieval authors in old stories maae it impossible find
many examples of contemporary criticism*. It was entirely
natural that one of the m.ost quoted authors should he Ovid.
The authors interpreted his poems as m.oral teachings, giving
examples of the fortunate ana unfortunate aspects of emotion.
Gower wrote:
Among the whiche in Poes is
fo the lovers Ovide wrot
And tawhte
. (2)
Gower and Jhaucer accepted the medieval Virccil lec^end




jVhan riomie stod in noble plit,
Virgile, whiche was tho oarfit. (^)
(1) Jhaucer, Introduction to the ”i!iian at Law's Tals,” 11. i-6-54
{k) Gower, "Jonfessio Amantis," 3ooR iv
,
11. 26fB-26'’0.
(3) Idem, BooR v, 11. 2031 f
.
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Chaucer praised highly the author of the "Divine
Comeay"
,
being impressea by the genius of technique in the
agreement of word ana meaning. He appreciated the great cars
with which Dante selected his words from all the dialects of
the Italian vernacular ana from all stations of society so that
he coula have the exact word for the nhrass . Chaucer advised:
liedeth the grete poets of Ytaille
That highte Jant
,
for ha kan al devyse
Fro point to point, nat o word wol he faille. (1)
Again, in the tale tola by the ;.’ife of Bath Chaucer
wrote
:
vVsl kan the wise poete of Florence
That highte Dante spake in this sentence
Lo in swich maner rym is Dantes tale. (2)
Francis Petrarch was another Italian post who gained
praise from Chaucer:
Fraunceys Petrak, the lauriat poete.
Eights this clerk, v/hose rsthorike sweets
Fnlumynsd al ytaille of poetris
. (3)
It is possible that Chaucer did meet Petrarch on one
of his Italian trips
. However
,
there are no rscor':h or evidence
to prove a meeting, at any rate ,• Chaucer was indebted to Pe-
trarch .
Chaucer, too, approved the use of literature for thso-
U) Chaucer, "The Monk's Tale,” 11. +3650-3652.
(2) Chaucer, "The A'ife of Bath's Prologue and Tale", 11. 1125-Snif
(3) Chaucer, "The Clerk's Prcloe^ue," 11. 31-33.
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logical discussions, oeveral timss he spoke with almjration o*.
oaint Jerome's book:
Ana eek there was somtyrrje a clerk at lome
,
A cardinal that highte Seint Jerome,
That made a book agayn Jovinian. (1)
in "The Nun's Priest's Tale" Ohaucer paid tribute
to
:
Oon of the dretteste auctour that men rede. (2''
This line might have applied to either Jicero or 7al
erius luaxiraus. According to the explanatory notes in Professor
itobinson's text, the preponderance of critical evidence points
to \/alerius as the author whom Ohaucer was using as a source.
The authors of whom Gov;er maae mention were, for the
most part, classical authors. Ohaucer, on the other hand, also
intimated the influence of the French and Italian writers. Not
only aid he translate from the French, but he also used French
poems and tales as source m.aterial . In "The Complaint of Venus
he referred to a medieval French poet. Sir Oton de Granson
as
:
Graunson, flour of hem that make in Fraunce
. (3)
most of the criticism was favorable
.
The auf^crs
named had gainea a standard reputation; their work had passed
(1) Ohaucer, "The Wife of Bath's Pr-ologue," 11. 6’^3-6'^5.
(2) Ohaucer, "The Nun's Priest's Tale," 1. 2981.
(3) Ohaucer, "The Complaint of Venus," Lenvoy, 1. 10,
0 r ^ jrn j Mv e^oqtt eti f eirid ijerK- ver. . ttfi-i'-BUCv. it i- c. i;u\:>i
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ths t93t of time. However, ohaucer was often ironic. In the
tale tola by the merchant he wrote:
Hole, thou thy pees, tho poete kiarcian.
That writest us that ilke weddyng murie
Of hire Philologie and bym lAercurie
,
Ana of the songes that the Muses songs’.
To amal is bothe thy penne and ssk thy tonge,
Por to descryven of this marriage. (1)
The meaning seems to be that althoup'h kartianus Gaf)-
ella was great, he, Ohaucer
,
was greater.
There is no personal criticism of authors in the
sermons and treatises of John Wyclif. However, he did apply
literary critical stanaards to the stories in the New Testament.
His principle point of judgment was the ’’witt” or significance
of the words:
This gospel of Joon tellith a story that conteyneth




(1) Jhaucer, "The iwerchant’s Tale,” 11 1 ^32 - 1 '" 3 '" .
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B. HISTORICAL CRITICISM
Chaucer wrote very little about the tistorioal hep'in-
nings of literature . His statement concerning the earlx^ Breton
lays has led to much interesting discussion and research. No
Dreton or Celtic lays have been preserved. As far as modern
critics know, .,.arie de Francs was the originator of the liter-
ary form. Dhe cited as the source for her material older la^^s
of Celtic origin. Chaucer m:ay have had access to t>"ese unknown
lays, or he may actually >^ave followed one of iaarie de France
I or of one of her successors. The Franklin introduced his story
of uorigen by saying:
Thise olae gentil Britouns in hir dayss
Of diverse aventurss madsn layes
,
Rymeysd in hir firsts Briton tonge
;
vVhiche layes with hir instrumentz ttsv sonme
;
Or elles redden hem for hir plesaunce
.
(1)
The only other contribution, which I found, made by
whaucer to this type of criticism concerned the origin of sound
ana rhythm;
For as hys brothres hamers ronge
Upon hys anvslt up and doun,
Therof he took the firsts soun,-
But Grskes seyn Pictagoras
,
That he the firsts fynder was
Of the art, Aurora tellsth so,-
Eut therof no fors, of hem tuo
. (2)
(1) Chaucer, ’’The Franklin’s Prologue,” 11. '^09-’^13.
(2) Chaucer, ’’The Book of the Duchess,” 11. 1164-11^0.
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In a passage in Book iv of the ’’Oonfessio Amantis,”
John (lower followed through the history, as he knew it, of a
large section of early literature, helievel that the alpha
bet originated in the Hebrew language and wrote of:
Jharc, whos labour is yit in icinde
,
Was he which ferst the lettres fond
And wrot in Hebreu with his hond . (1)
uater came the Greeks:
Gadirus the lettres of Greerois
jJirst iLade upon his oghne chois. (2)
i'his he followea with a list of ancient writers of
literature
:






Solins, Pandras and Josephus
The ferste were of Enditours
Of old Jronique and ek auctours
. (3)
He aia not forget the Arabian and Ohaldean contrlbu
tions
:
Bot thei that writen the scripture
Of Grek, Arabe and of Jaldee
,
Thei were of such Auctorite
That thei ferst founder out the weie
Of al that thou hast herd roe seie,
Wherof the Oronique of her lone
Schal stonde in pris for evereroore
.
(l)
(,1) Gower, ”Gonfassio Amantis,” Book iv
,
11. 2396-2398.
(2) Idem, 11. 2i01 f.
(3) luero, 11. 2407-2412.
(i) Idem, 11. 2626-2632.
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A aiscussion of Latin writers followed:
Bot toward oure ^arches hiere
,
Of the Latins if thou ’wolt hiere,
Of heiE that whilorn vertuous
vVere and therto lahorius,
Oarmente made of hire encin
The ferste lettres of Latin,
Of which the tunee riomein cam,
.iherof that Aristarchus nam
Forthwith Donat and Dindimus




Kow that Latin schal he soned.
That every word in his degre
Schal stonde upon congruite
.
ana thilke time at Rome also
\,Vas Tullius with Oithero,
That writen upon Rethorike,
Hou that men schal the worae pike
After the forms of eloquence,
vvhich is, men sain, a gret prudence. (1)
The early translators of the Pehrew, Arabian, Chaldean,
ana Greek books ware consiaeraa next. Saint Jerome, of whom
Chaucer m.ade mention so often, was particularlv named by Gov/er
because of his work in translating the Bible . These lines show
the influence of miSdisval thought on the critical values placed
on literature:
Ana after that out of Hebreu
Jerom, which the lanmage kneu
,
The Bible, in '.t: 1 ch the law is closel.
Into Latin he hath transpossa;
Ana many another writers ek
Out of Caldee, Arabs and Grek
Jith gret labour the bokes /vise
Translateaen
. (2)
7/hen we consiier how difficult it v/as to obtain man-
(1) Gower, ’’Confessio Amantis,” Book iv
,
11. 2633-2651.
(2) Idem, 11. 2653-2660.
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Ju.FINiTiOI^S 0? Jx-UTICAu T-^R.nS
uowar eviaantly u.i^ not find it necassary to define
any critical terms whicln he used.
In "The Book of the Juchess,” Chaucer descriVsd t>^e
lay as a form of lyric poetry. He y^rote;




iwora important y/as his definition of traeedy. This
followaa so closely the aefinitlon c:iven hy Aristotle that it
is clear that the "Poetics” in translation must have 'tween his
source. The .^onk saia:
I wol hiwaille in manere of tragedie.
The harm of hem that stoode in T^eigh degree,
Ana fillen so that ther nas no remedie
To brynge hem out of hir adversitee. (2)
Previously, he haa aefined tragedy in the prologue of
the tale;
Trageaie is to seyn a certejm storie.
As olde bookes maken us memorie
,
Of hym that stooa in greet prosperitee
,




Ana they ben versifiea communely
Of six feet, which men clepen exametron.
In prose eek been endited many oon,




Book of the duchess
konk's Tale," 11. 1
,
11. +3163-3171.




Wyclif definaJ. ths meaning of allegory in explaining
the eignificance of t.he New Testament:
It is seia comouniy that holy writt hath f'^ure unll^*-
stondingis. The first undiretondinge is pleyne
,
i^y
letter of the storye . seconnde undi-^stondine-e is
olepia Witt allegoric whan men undirstonden hi 7/itt





In a latS'^ sermon he wrote:




In three separate sermons he explained the meaninr
of the v^ora parable:
A parable is a word of storis, that by that hvdsth a
spiritual wit. (3j









(3) Idem, P. 1; also: P. 265; P. 105

J. GiiAiUiViAnO AL 'JHITIGIbiVi
Little grammatical criticism is found in the writings
of dower and Jhaucer. They were writing too close to the be-
ginning of the use of English as a literary language. Vyclif
was the only one who had anything to report about the eiraiii-
matical inadequacies of the language. He regretted the lack
of case, gender, ana number in English nouns. (1)
Jhaucer made an interesting observation concernincr
the change in meaning which words undergo oVer a lonv period
of time. Many words v/bich he used have an entirely different
connotation to our modern ears than the meaning which be in-
tenaea . in the '’Troilus and Orlseyae” he wrote:
Ye knowe ek that in forme of speech is cbaunge
dithinne a thousand yeer, and wordes tbo
That hadden pres, no’w wonder nyce and straunere
Us thinketh hem, and yet thei spake hem so. (2)
iVyclif was scornful of the importance of 2Tamm.atical
criticism. To himj, the thought was the significant part of writ-
ing. He reflected that grammarians were likely to lose sieht of
the significance of the words in their concern over tbs form.
Their crxticisms, thus, became trivial, if not actually mis-
leading. He advised that one should:
(1) 'wyclif. Volume ill, P. 75.
(<;) Jhaucer, ”Troilus and Jrisevde,” Pook ii, 11. 22-25.
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Leave, W9 graraariens aoutis wher "quis putas" he t’jo
worais or oo word. (1)




A. TtiiOHiM IJivu RA-tORuiiiiKiiD
Among thd moot imjjortant of the many technical pi^oV-
lems encountarel by these first serious usars of English v;as t^-^e
difficulty of selection of proper woris . One of the technical
devices followed was that of variety of phrase. As Pandarus
cautlonea Troilus:
And if thow write a goodly word al softe,
Though it be good, reherce it nought to
of te
. (1)
Aid three authors pointed out the necessity of suit-
ing the .vord to the emotion or action expressed. Chaucer
quoted the words of Plato apropos of this:
The wise Plato seith, as ye may rede,
The word moot node accorde with the dede .
If men shal telle proprsly a thyng,
The word moot cosyn be to the werkyng. (9)
The author must also take care to suit the words to
the personality of the character who is speaking them in v^is
narrative. In the general proiogue of ’’The Canterbu’^v Tales"
Chaucer was emphatic in his statements concern'^ ncr ti^is:
But ferst 1 pray yow
,
of ’'^oure curteisye,
(1) Chaucer, "Troilus and Criseyde," Book ii, 11. 1028 f.
(2) Chaucer, "The xvianciple’s Tale," 11. 20'^-210; also: "Troilus
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That ye n’arette it nat my vileynye,
Thogh that I pleynly speke in this mateere,
To telle yow hir v/ordes and h.jr cheere,
Ne thogh 1 speke hir vjordes proprely.
For this ye knowen as so wel as 1,
vVhoso shal telle a tale after a man,
Me moot reherce as ny as evsre he kan
Fverich a word, if it be in his c>^arge
,
A1 spoke he never so rudeliohe and lar^e
,
Or eilis he moot telle his tale untrev/e ,
Or feyne thyng, or fynde wordes newe .
He may nat spare, althop-h he W3’:’e >^is brother;
He moot as wel seye o word as another.
Orist spak him.self ful brode in hooly writ.
And wel ye woot no vileynye is it.
Aek Plato seith, whoso that kan hyra rede.
The wordes moot be oosyn to the dede . (1)
nVyolif quoted Aristotle:
And as Aristotle seith, contradic ioun is not oonly
in wordis but both in wordis and sentence of wordis. (2)
Closely connected with the expression of emotion is
the technique of writing the complaint, one of the favorite
fourteenth century literary f oi’ms . Chaucer and Cower asserted
tr.at a poet writing a complaint must offer a serious cause for
his 'writing. A conventional utterance cannot reach the depths
of emotion or kindle emotion on the part of the reader. Chau-
cer wrote:
The ordre of compleynt requireth skvifully
That if a wight shal playne nitously,
There mot be cause wherfore that men playne
;
Or men may deem he playneth folily
Ana causeless. (3)
(1) Chaucwr, ’’The Canterbury Tales,” Prologue, 11. ’^25-'^42.
(2) vVyciif, Volume I, P. 79; also: Volum.e II, ’’Fpistolae” .
(3) Chaucer, ’’The Complaint of Mars,” 11. 155-159; also: ”Ane-
lida and Arcite,” 1. 207; dower, Book i, 1. 114; Book iv , 1. 355"'
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, rj ^;©Lf80 lon‘i "^BeXB'T ynucXnaXrtBt) 6rfT" (1)
. •'eBloieiqjb'^ ,tl BWirXcV :o«ii ; CV. .'a ,I eicuicV ^tiXoyW ffi)
.'
-eyA" JceiB rfe.f-^X .rx ’’v'etBAi to 5rfiAiqmoO erfl" ,9ooy'ArfC ;
-
.r ,vi jlooB :Aff .X .i ^co8 ,ne>«ofc ?TC8 .X ’•.e^XonA Jwixj uLii
Because the complaint was a slport lyric, it was car
ticularly important that the worls shoulJ. he carefullr chosen
The complaint was usually:
of rym ten vers or twelve. (1)
Again in the "Troilus and driseyle" was written:
For which hyra likea in his songes shewe
Th'enchesoun of his wo, as he best myghte,
Anu raaae a song of words s but a fewe
,
oomewhat his woful herte for to lights. (2)
Ohaucer, iVyclif, and dower advocated the use of fi?
ures of speech as aids in expressing emotion. The Franklin re
marked
:
I lerned nevers rethorik, certeyn;
Thyng that I speke, it moot he bars and nlayn.
i sleep nevere on the ...ount of Pernaso
,
Ne lerned Marcus Tullius Scithero.
Joulours ne knov; I none, withouten drede
. (3)
Gower judged an author on this point:
Rethorique, wbos faconde
Above alls othre is eloquent:
To telle a tale in juggeroent
oO wel can noraan speke as he. (d)
Fig^urativs language is used in the Bible and so "'V-
clif approved of it:
Anu here he figuride bis spsche in his passion. (5)
(1) Ghaucer, ’The Book of £he Juchess," 1. 463.
(2) Ghaucer, "Troilus anu Griseyde," 11. 831-834.
^3) Ghaucer, "The Franklin’s Prologue," 11. 119-123.
(i) Gower, "Gonfessio Amantis," Book vii, 11. 35-39.
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jaspite his sanction of the use of fie:ur03 of speech,
3ower advised the author to maintain simolicity of lanc^uap-e
.
The A'oras should be chosen carefully, but the effect should not
be laborea or artificial. He advise j. that:
ther a man raai pike
Kou that he schal lose, hou ho schal knette,
Ana in what wise he schal pronounce
His tales plain withoute frounce. (1)
Later he wrote of the careful use of simple words in
the study of Logic:
Logique hath eke in his aegre
Betwen the trouthe and f>-'e falsAode
The pieine woraes forto schoae,
do that nothing schal go beside,
That he the riht ne schal decile. (2)
It was with a certain amount of pride and not with
aisparagement that Gower asserted in the "Gonfessio Amantis”
:
Bot this y knowe and this y 'wot
,
That y have do my trev/e peyne
With rude wordis ana with pleyne
,
In al that evere y couthe and raye-hte
Jhis bok to write as y behighte . (3)
He also recommendea that an author should ho careful
in editing his writings:
In boke he schal be studious
Ana in writings curious. (4)
Chaucer v/as concerned with the problems of translating:
^1) Gower, "Confessio ATrantis,” Book vii, 11. 1590-1593.
(2) Idem, Book vii, 11. 1532-1536.
(3) Idem, Book viii, 11. 3120-3124.
(i) Idem, Book vii, 11. 657 f.

it is apparent that he was acquaintei with the difficulties of
the work for the "Rorcaunt of tbs Ross” an.i the ”Boece” , were
translations. He v«rrote
,
whether he believed it or not is dif-
ficult to say, that the author must follow the original work
so closely that the initial meaning remain clear. The Second
Nun remarked:
1 have hear doon my feithful Msynesse
After the Isgenae
,
in translac i oun
. (1)
The words were not to be chanced anv mo'^e than was
necessary to express the thought in English. Althoucb it is
known that the Troilus was not a translation from Lollius as
Jhaucer pretended, perhaps we may safely assume that t^e rules
of translation which he pretends to follov; a "e sincere. At any
rate it seems wise to quote what he has to say with the under-
stanaing that the words may be insincere. In the "Troilus and
Jriseyae” dhauoer says:
And of his song naucht only the sentence,
As writ myn auctor called Lollius,
But plexnly, save oure tonges difference,
I aar wel seyn, in al that Troilus
Seyde in his song, loo*, every word right thus
As I shall seyn; and whoso list it here,
Loo, next this verse he may it fvnden here, (g)
dhaucer also emphasized the difficulty of expressing
the thought of the aut^'or faithfully even thouch the words are
carefully translated. The connotations of the word and the
(1) dhaucer, "The Second Nun’s Prologue,” 11. 24 f.
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foreign iaiom make exact translation inipossitle. In tbe same
work Jhaucer says
:
But soth is, though I kan nat teller al
,
As kan miyn auctour, of his excellence. (1)
Again he criticized his translation of the "’^omaunt
of the itose,” by saying:
That he that wroot the Romance of t>^e Rose
Ne kouie of it the heautee wsl dewse . (2)
In the prologue to the "Tale of ^iislibee" Chaucer ex-
plainsa that the deviations in translations of the same work
may he asoribea to the differences of the translators, for one
attaches more importance to one part and one to another. This
natural difference may be found in simultaneous reports of the
same event. Chaucer cited the gospels as an example:
But natheless hir sentence is al sooth,
And alle acorden as in hire sentence,
Al be tiler in hir tellyng difference.
For sorame of hem seyn moore and some
seyn lesse
,
When they his pitous passion expresse-
I mene of Mark, Mathew, Luc, anl John. (3)
Chaucer, however, did add many proverbs to the source
of the tale
Chaucer averred that the translator should have
neither censure nor praise for the material he translated. Thus
(1) Chaucer, "Troilus and Cr iseyde," 11. 1324 f.
(2) Chaucer, " Thb Merchant’s Tale," 11. 2032 f.
(3) Chaucer, Prologue to "The Tale of Melihee,"
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the fact that the v/ork was a translation or pretended to he one
exoneratea him of any Mams for the words or the sit'iaticns in
the works:
He may translate a thj’-ne: in ni malvce
,
But for he useth hokes fo>^ to make,
And taketh non hea of what matere he take,
Therefore he wrot the dose and ek Oriseyde
Of innocence, and nj^ste what he seyde
. (1)
Again, in the ’’Troilus and Oriseyde" he took no hlame
for any faulty wording or any false expressions of emotion hy
pretenaing that the work was a translation:
Forwhi to every lovere I me excuse
,
That of no sentement I this endite
But out of Latj'-n in ray tonge it write. (2)
John Gower, however, noted the enormous amount of
labor necessary in translating when he ooramended Saint Jerome
for his work. He concluded his list of the developmente of lit-
erature with the following lines:
Ana after that out of Fehreu
Jerome, which that the lanrage kneu,
The Bible, in v^hiohe the laws is closed,
into Latin he hath transposed:
I
Ana many another writers ek
I
Out of Oaldee, Arabs and Grek
j




Yet Ohaucer showea that he unaerstood more of the
(1) Jhaucer, "The Legena of Good .Vomen," Prologue ?, 11. 341-
345; also: 1. +363.
(2) Jhaucer, "Troilus ana Jriseyae," Book ii, 11. 12-T4.
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technique anu. the technical proMems of t>^e translator-. T>-e
passages quotea from his writings reveal a man w>ro had trans-
latea ana v;ho unaerstood the difficulties of the v/ork . Al-
though he gave such writers no blame for any sentiments ex-
pressed in the original work, it is clear that he f^oup-ht the
labor worthwhile. The tone of his writing indicates t^^at he
felt that the authors were unanimous in their sanction and that
no excuse was necessary.
disregarding any natural interest of auf’^ors in tech-
nique, V/yciif dogmatically set forth the primary importance of
the thought:
He synneth grevousli whanne evere the sonm liketh
him more than dooth the witt of t>^e sonm. (1)
Again he wrote
:
As oft as the song delitith me miOre than t^at is
songen, so oft I knowleche that I trespasse mrevouslv. { 2 )
i'hese authors have little to say in relation to the
unity of tiiiie which Aristotle mentioned and which was sti-essed
by the French poets and critics. Nevertheless, it is clear that
they had read Aristotle in translation and, on the whole, am>-eed
with his tenets
.
Nor did they have anvthinsr to say concerning the
later addition to the Unities - the Unity of Place. Clearly,
they thought it neither practical nor advisable, for the
(1) Ayclif, Volume III, P. 56.
^, 2 ) Idem, p. 226 .
Ir - - . i ^ .^c 1 - c i -:lc l .t i.njt. u.pi.: fOfcJ
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classical stories whicb tley follov/ai p:.il little attention to
this as a stanlari
.
Both Chaucer ana Gower, however, aade clear their ob-
servance of the unity of subject. Wyclif applied the standard
to a gospel story. In the "Legend of Good 'orr;en" Chaucer ad-
visea that a story be written as briefly as possi'^'le;
Of which as now me ls3tet>^ nat to ryroe
,
It neaeth nat, it were hut ios of tvme . (1)
In the story of Kiedea he wrote:
.Vel can Ovyde hir letter in vers endyte
,
vi/hich were as now to long for me to wr^te
. (2)
These woras are in the prologue of the same work::
It were to long to reaen and to hei^e
Suffiseth me thou make in this mane re
That thou reherce of al hir lyf the grete
After thise olde auctours lysten for to trete
.
fi’or whoso shal so many a storye tells,
Cay shortly, or he shal to longs dwells.
The author shoula incluae suc>' material as is actually
concernea with the subject at hand. Chaucer wrote of the time
Aeneus spent with Dido:
But of his aventures in the ss
Nis nat to purpos for to speke of hers
For it accoraeth nat to my maters, (l)





er, "The Legend of Good
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another example:
The which a long thyng were to levyse
,
And tre'wely, as to my juggement
,
de thynketh it a thyng impert inent
. (1)
The author must not only leave out any irrelevant
matter, hut must also carefully select t>^e important in his
material. The unimportant must not be given in detail. As Ohau-
car phrased it so well in figurative lanffuags:
me list nat of the chaf ns of the strse
,
maken so long a tale as of t>^e corn. (2)
Jhaucer explained why he was Isavin? out carts of the
original stories so that they would conform to unity of sub-
ject:
Ana if I hadae ytaken for to write
The armes of this ilke worthi man,
Than wolue ich of his bataillss endite
;
But for that I to writen first higan




whoso list ham hare,
Rede jares, he kan telle hem alls ifere
. (3)
The Man of Law kept to i s original stor’y:
But 1 lets al his storie passen by;
Of Oustance is my tale specially. (4)
Wyclif accepted unity of subject as such a definite
stanaard that he used it as the lasis for his reasoning. Suc-
porting his belief that the two m.iracle chacters in t>"S hoscel
(1) Jhaucer, ”The Clerk’s Tale,” Proloe-rje, 11. hS-54.
(2) Jhaucer, "The ivian of Law's Tale," 11. 7Qi f.
(3) Jhaucer, "Troilus and Jriseyds,” 11.
.
(i) Jhaucer, "The j.an of Law's Tale," 11. 1124 f.
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accorling to ji^ark contained diverse teachine;s, he cited the
fact that had they been truly similar *uark would have cora'^ined
them:
Vi/e shal suppose of this rayracle that it is dyverse fro
tother
;
for ellis ^ark wolde not ^ave told these rryra-
clis so ayversly ana in diverse places. (1)
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j. iJioCIPLIMi!: OF TjJQHNIQUE
I’hs fourtaanth cantury autP.ors complainsi as vigor-
ously as ao tha mouern writers of the discioline iicDosed uoon
them by thair technique . The most skillful phrasine cannot
quite uuplicate the emotion or beauty of the thou?,ht . The
raauer, or hearer, must be ready ana competent to do ^is part.
Ohaucer aamittea that his attempt to describe the sor-
row of Troilus would make it appear less grievous than the read-
er coul-t imagine from the aepths of his experience:
but, as for me, my litel tone's.
If I aiscryven woiaa hire havynesse,
It sholde make hire sor'vvs lesss







Ohaucer did not impute this inability to lack of
talent. No writer coula describe sorrow adequately. As he re-
marked, perhaps ironically:
Who koude tells aright or ful dsscryve
His woe, his pleynt, his lahgour, and his pvne?






maist thyself ful wsl devyne
That s'vvich a 'woe my *wit kan nat diffyne
,
On yuel for to 'writs it shoulde I swinke . (2)
The frequency of Ohaucer 's plaint suP'rasts that it was
a aevica to stimulate the imagination of the reader. Such a
(1) Ohaucer, "Troilus and Ori se-'''de ," 11. POl-805.
(2) Idem, 11. 267-272.

^, 3 .
stataiLant as the following has the apoearance of studied teoh-
niqua
:
For whon.', as olde hokes teller us,
«Vas mad swioh wo, that tonge it may nat telle. (1)
Beauty, too, cannot he adequately described by the
poet. Jhaucar aeplored bis inability to describe aright in
jinglish the beauty of nature:




Suffisant this flour to preysa aryght
.
(2)
In "The Squire's Tale" he acknowledged that figures
of speech ao much to help the poet in his descriptions of
beauty
:
iviyn Fnglissh eek is insufficient
It moste been a rethor excellent.
That koude his coulours longvnere for that
art
,
If he sholde hire discryven everv part
. (3)
The use of rhyme imposes an additional discipline.
The selection of words is so limited that it is difficult to
express thoughts. Jhaucer wrote:
Vi/ho kouj.e ryme in Tnglyssh proprely
His martirdom? for sothe it am nat I. (l)
He intimated the difficulty of expressing; thoughts
in rhyme
:
His resons, as I miay rymes holde,
(1) Ohaucer, "Troilus and Orissyde," 11. 1562-f.
(2) Jhaucer, "The Legena of Good fomen," Prologue F, 11. 66 f.
dhaucer, "The Squire's Tale," 11. 3^-10.
(i) Jhaucer, "The Knight's Tale," 11. 1459 f.

1 wol yow telle, as teohen bokes olds. (1)











IV, Lir:i.iA.-iY OniriOAL THEORY




For 3eint Paul aeith that al ttat writen is,
To cure doctrine it is ywrite
,
ywis. (l)
This quotation expresses the common literary opinion
concerning the aims of literature in the fourteenth century.
The theoretical aim supported hv the most important, as well as
the lesser, writers was that all writing should furf^er the
Christian aoctrines. The theory behind this conviction that the
f'unction of poetry was to teach was that delight in worlilv
affairs woulu lead to corruption; therefore, no delirht must
he allowea in this worlu . The belief v/as that one must suffer
to get to heaven. This led to the acceptance of the "contemptus
mundi” attitude. Literature, especiall''’- poetry, which v/as
written for amusement, was lookea at askance. The whole idea
was that poetry ana prose, if existing at all, sf^ould teach
the aoctrines of the church.
The writers did not always hear this theory in mind -
witness Chaucer's fabliaux - hut they professed it whenever
they aia write of their literar^’- aims.
AS one would expect, Vvyclif was particularly dogmatic
U) Chaucer, "The Wun's Priest's Tale," 11. +d630-4632.
iI
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about this single function of literature:
Poul as a gool cLoctour feyneth no fable by icannys
witt
,
but he seitb that it is writun in laws
of oure biieve
. (l)
In another seraon he wrote;
Por wordis of Poul teohsn us that what kyn thinpis




He asclamed against the nrevalsncs of worldlv tales:
He biddith not stable hera in worldli worlis, as hen
fablis ana feynea lesingis, hut in treuths of Jesus
Jrist
,
vvhich thei shulden trowe and techs. (3)
There is a similarity hetvveen the followinp’ state-
ment ana the belief which prompted Chaucer’s ’’Retractations":
Yf ony man prove this fals or ayens Goddis law that I
have seia now here, Y wol revoken it mekeli . (4)
Gower, called by Chaucer, "moral Gower,” believed
that his fame woula aepena upon his moral stories. In the "Con-
fessio Amantis" he spoke of the power of literature to teach
the aoctrines of Christ;
in boke as it is comprehended,




) Wyc iif Volume 1,
13 ) Idem, P. CD
U ) iaem, p. 46.
Al so : Jo lun.e 1, 0. 19;












The words of the Host to Jhaucer in '’The 'Janterhurv
rales” are evidence that even the common people believed in the
worth of moral themes:




In which th.^re he oom murthe or soitj doctrine. (1)
A few lines later Jhaucer pr^aised his "Tale of Mei-
ibee” by saying:
It is a moral tale vertuous . (2)




as 1 hast kan or may,
Of thee ana of the white lylye flour
vVhich th-3.t the har
,
as is a mayde al'way,
To telle a storie T wol do labour
:
hat that ± may encressen hir honour. (3)
One unacquainted wit'*' •'his asr)ect of medieval thoup’^'t
wouia not be prepar=;a for the almost speechless admiration
which the tale evoked.
It was usual to sta-t such tales as 'hat o"^ the
Prioresse with a prayer for the help in the tellirg and to con-
clude with a prayer for mercy. It is hut another examnle of
mieaieval inconsistency that such tales could he included in the
saHie work with tales of dubious morality. The reader quite
eviaently receivea them with equal favor.
(1) Jhaucer, Host to Jhaucer, 11. +2121 f.
(2) Idem, 1. +212-3.
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Jhauc 3r’s famous '' 'istraotation” expressed t>e t>'OUP-f'ts
common to medieval writers. All tbe work ’wkic>'' was not iirectly
a teaching of Jhristianity was disowned. He revoked not only
the tales in which we can see the immoral element, ^ut also
those in which we can see no harm; for exam.ple
,
he revoked '’The
^eath of the ^^uchess," which is in reality an elegy. Part of the
’’detractation" follows;
Kow preye I to hem alle that herkne t’ris litel tretys
or reae
,
that if there he any thyng in it that liketh
hem, that therof they thanken onre Lord J^^esu Crist,
of whom procedeth al wit ana al proodnesse . And if t^er
he any thyng that displese hem, I preye hem also that
they arrette it to the defaute of myn unknnnynge
,
and
not to miy wil that wolde ful favn have seyd hettre if
I haaae haa konnynge . . . Por O’ers hook seith, "Al that
is vvritun is writun for our doctrine," and that is myn
entente. Vi/herfore I hiaeke yo’w mekely - that ve preye...
ana foryeve me my giltes; and namely of my tr’ans laci ouns
ana enaitynges of worldly vanitees, the whiche I revoke
in my retrace iouns ; as is the hook of Troilus; the hook
also of Fame; the hook of the XIX Ladies; the hook of
the Juchesse; the hook of St. Valentynes iav of the
Parlement of briddes; the tales of Caunter'''ury thilke
that sownen into synne
;
the hook of the Leoun; anl many
another hook, if they were in my remembrance, and
many a song ana many a leccherous lay; that Crist
foryeve ms. (1)
The writings adhered to the Christian doctrines and
taught the ^oral virtues. Chaucer, in "The Lemend of Pood
i/Vomen,” professed that his intention in writing the "Troilus"
was to teach the advantages of truthful relationships with
others
:
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To forthren trouthe in love and. it c^eryc9
,
And. to ben »vare fro falsnesse and fro vice
By swicb eneample ; f^is was my meanin?. (T)
in the rroiogue to his ’’Oonfessio Amantis,” dower
assertea that the function of his writinv was to teac'-'':
Thus I, which arc a burel clerk,
Purpose forto wryte a bok...
That in soil part, so as I gesse
,
The wyse man roai ben avisei. (2)
This critical standard, was so deeply intr’snched that
the older classics were juaged by the worth of what they taurcht.
This, however, was not as incongruous as .luiPing the classics
by romantic standards of value, for in the p-reat literary arces
of Greece ana Aorce the function of poetry and prose alike was
to teach and to inform. The rircht of literatui^e to delieht was
not accoraea until the Aoinan Horace gave that function an ecual
value with the former
.
Gower wrote that we are taught by the books o"*^ ft^e
past
:
Of hem that writen ous tofore
The bokes auelle, and we therfore
Ben tawht of that was write tho
. (3)
The usual method of instruction through literature was
by means of tales ana stories which taught by example;
As 1 fin.u.9 in a bok com.pilea
(1) Ghaucer, "The Legend of Good V/omen,” Prologue G, 11. 4'76-BO.
(2) Govif^r, "Gonfessio Amantis,” Prologue, 11. 52-64.
1,3) idem, 11. 1-3
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ro this raatiere an olae histoire,
The which comth nou to rai memoire
,
Ana is of gret ensarnolerie
Ayain the vice of oorcerie . (1)
There are many such examples in Jower:
A tale of gret entenlement
I thenke telle for thi sake,
jVherof thou miht ensample take. (2)
He suggestea:
Bot who that wolae ensample take
,
Gregoire upon his Omelie
Ayein the Slouthe of Pralacie. (3)
Gower foilowea the thought to a loeiical conclusion. If
men of toaay are taught hy perusiner the exarriDles of the rood
aeeas of earlier ages, the men of tomorrow must Isa’^n the rood
exploits of today, for if they are not written down thev will
he forgotten. He wrote in the prologue:
And natheless he dales olde,
Vifhan tiiat the bokes wei^en levere
,
Wrytinge was beloved evere
Of hem that we -’en vertuous
;
Por hiere in erthe amonge ous
,
If noman write hou t> at it stole.
The pris of herr: that weren goods
DChoie, as who seith, a gret partie
Be lost. (4)
In this connection Go'wer male the only statement dis-




Gower, "Jonfessio Amantis,” 11. 1382-1366.
Idem, Book ii, 11. 584-586.
Idem, Book v, 11. 1910-1902.
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hOAfevar, ha limited by aavising; that tha author carefully fol-
low the footsteps of the cia writers in selection and in tech-
nique ;
Forth! gooo. is that we also
In our tyme among ous hiere
Jo wryte of newe som matiere
,
Fssampled of these olde wyse
.
So that it myhte in such a wyse
tfVhan ,ve ben aeae ana elleswhere,
BeleVe to the worlass ears
In tyme comende after this. (T)
Wyclif, naturally, opposed any literature written
merely for the sake of amusement. T^owever, it is evident from
the number of such tales that the author very often iv^'ored the
theoretical serious purpose of all writing and lent his hand to
composing poems ana stories which had no pur nose other than to
entertain. Jhaucer placea the blame for such tales in ’’The
Janterbury Tales" on the characters . Too steady a diet of the
serious tales m.ade the Host request "murye" tales as he did in
his remarks to Chaucer:




In which there bee som murth
. (2)
Again in the prolomue to "The Clerk’s Tale” the Host
askea for some entertaining story ana after one has read some of
the approvea moral tales one can reaaily sympathize with him.
It is no tymj0 for to studien heere
Tell us some m.yrie tale, by voure fe:^'-’.
For what man that is entred in a oley,
(1) Cower, "Confessio Amantis," prologue, 11. 4-11.
(2) Chaucer, Host to Chaucer, 1. +2124 f.
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K0 neeas rcoot unto the plsy ass^nte .
But pracheth nat
,
as frerss loon in Lents
,
To rjake us for oure olaa synnes weps ,
Ne that thy tale rake us nat to slepe .
i'elle us SOIL murie thyng of aventures . (1)
uower in his Prologue wisely comhinsd the two t-'’-Des
of writing, taking a aouhle aim - sometimes seriously teaching,
sometimes consciously entertaining:
Bot for men sein and soth it is,
That who that al of wisdom writ
It aulleth ofte a mannes wit
To him that seal aldai rede
,
Bor thilke cause, if that ye rede,
i wolae go the midu-sl wreie,





That of the lasse or of the more
oom man mai lyke of that I wryte. (2)
Nearer the close he repeatea this aim:
So as I maae my beheste,
To make a bok after his haste
,
And write in such a maner wise,
w'hich may be wisaom to the wise
Ana pley to hem that lust to pley. (3)
Thus, although on the wi-ols, literature dia become the
hanamaiaen of Theology during the ..lidals Ages, t^ose authors of
genuine talent broke through the taboo, and wrote as they
wanted to, unrestricted by th> limuts of theoretical cr*jticism.
(1) Ohaucer, ” The Clerk's Prologue," 11. 8-15.
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Little is vvritten of the ircportance of inspiration to
the author. Jhaucer was the only one of the three stulied ^ere
who gave even lip service to t^ is traditional view of the
I
I
source of genius, important though it is from the romantic point




playea upon by some supernatural assistant:
Thesiphone, thow help ms for t’endits...
Help me, that am thi sorwful instrument. (1)
I
Also in the "i^egena'* he wrote:
vixy word, my v;erk ys knyt so in yours bond
That, as a ha:pe obeith to the hond
And raaketh it soune after his fvngerynme
.Tight so mows ye outs of m^yn herte bringe
dwich vois, rvp-v-t as vou lyat, to laughs or plevne
.
These examples, hov/evsr, appear conventional in
nature, as if the writer was follo'wing the practices and tsc''^-
nique of some older author. As we know that f^^is is .iust w^^at
Jhaucer aid, it is entirely logical to suspect the seriousness
of the passages in regard to "-heir critical value.
It is in the ’’Troilus'’, which Jbaucsr asserted was a
translation ana for which the sources are knov;n
,
that we find
most of the rifsrences to the need for supernatural aid. In
i30ok ii he wrote:
(1) Jhaucer, ’’Trollus and Jriseyle," 11. 6-10.
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0 laay min, that callaa art Jlso,
Ihow b8 my spaaa fro this forth, and ray Iviuse
,
To ryiiie wal this hook til 1 have do. (l)
Book iii opens with:
daiiopa, thi vois he now present
Por now is nede
. (2)
ouch passages, and part ioula’^ly the following, ‘^ave




the aoughter to Jyone
,
fhy hlynae ana wyngea sons sk, daun Oupide
,
yu sustren nyne ek, that hy Elicons
In hil Psrnaso listen for t* abide.
That ye thus fer han dsyned ms to e"yde
,
1 kan namore hut syn that ye wol wends,
Ye hsriea hen for ay withoutsn ends’. (3)
1) Jhaucer, "Troilus and Crissyde," Book ii, 11. 8-10.
(2) Idem, Book iii, 11. 45 f.
(3) idem, 11. 1807-1813.
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Howdvar, when we oonsiaer the creative function of art
we fina the two great poets in accori. It is rr.anifest that thev
wouia never have agreel with any school of writing whic>' con-
tenaea that inspiration was the basis of literature, i'hese men
helievea in hard v/ork as the hast means of producing results
worthy to be reaa ana passed on to the next menerat ion
.
The wora "make," influencej. by the platon'c definition
of poet, came into critical use nea’^ the end of the fourteenth
century. Both Gower and Jhaucjr made use of the word, for it
impliea the iaeas of actual creation which the’<^ associated wit>^
the .vriting of poetry.
dhaucer wrote:





‘'That I nomore of love make. (2)
Gower miaae it explicit in his resume of mreat lit-
erary men that each had labored to attain his result . He knew
that one coula not aepend upon taking pen in hand and le+ting
fluia words writs themselves. Apropos of this he wrote:
Ana er the wisaom cam aboute
(1) dhaucer, "words Unto Aaam," 1. 1.
^2) Gower, "donfessio Amantis," Book viii, 1. .

of hem that ferst tha hokes writa,
This n,ai wal avary wys inan wita,
Thar was grat lahou-^ ek also . . .
That othar tok to stulia and musa
AS he whiol wol-ca noght refuse
The labour of his wittes alls .
Ana in this wise it is hefalla,
Of labour which that tbai >-sgunns
»Ve bs now tawht of that we kunnj . (1)
Ohaucar wrote of the spsciai aifficulty and tbs con-
saquant labor nacassary in writing poetry. d.ven v/han bs bad
formulated tha material for the story in bis mind, ha needsd
more time to work over the terminology and to put it into fi’^al
shape. In the ’’uegend" ha wrote:
That sbal 1 savn, wbanne that I see m^r tvirie
I may not al at-onas speka in rym^s . (2)
esse** :
The same iaea was exprsssel in "The Book of t>^e Ducb-
Thoghta 1, "This ys so quaynt a swaven
That -L wol, be processs of tyme
,
Fonae to put this swavsn in ryms
As 1 kan bast . ( 3
)
He reportea the difficulty of rhyming in iinglish be-
cause of tha lack of worthy examples for study:
Ana eke to me it ys a gret psnaunca,
dytb rym in einfflissb bath such skarsete
.
(d)
in the ”j_.3gena” ha intimated that writers sbo”ld





” The Legana of Good Women,” 11. 101 f.
(3) Jhaucsr , '’The Book of the Jucbesse,” •r-H 1330-1333
bO Jhaucer , ’’The Gomplaint of Venus,” 11 . 7 f .
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3tuJ.y the best authors ana pattern their style and technique
after the best;
G-lorye ana honour, /irgil --antoan
,
Be to thy narae'. ana 1 shall, as I can,
Folwe thy lanterns, as thow p-ost bvforn
. (1)
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ij . PdOSb. ANJ POETRY
in the fourteenth century most of the writing, whic'h,
in the strict sense of the ’.vord, can he called literature, was
in the form of poetry. The theoloeical writinpcs of Jo^n ’Vyclif
were thj first to set the standards for sat i sfacto’^v literary
prose. However, Jhaucer had written some prose and the founda-
tion was laia
.
There was beginning to be less minstrelsy and ballad-
ry. These lines from the prologue of the tale told by the Par-
son indicate that the tales told among the common people we>^e
usually in prose;





rymi holds I but litel >'Sttre,
ii.nd therfore
,
if yow list - 1 'wol nat glose -
I v/ol yow telle a m-”-rie tale in D^^ose
To knette up al this fesste, and make an ends. (1)
The Host suggested the prevalence of prosaic stories,
although he implied that he preferred poetrv;
uat se wher thou kanst tellen ausrht in meeste
Or teile in prose sorawhat at the leeste. (2)
Poetry needed something mors than r>^vms to su.rDO-r*t it.
The '- ost disapproved of the " Tale of Sir Thopas" :
3o wery of thy varray lewednsss,
That, also wisly God my soule blesse,
(1) Jhaucer, "The Parson's Prologue," 11. -13-4'^.
{c.) Jhaucer, Host to Jhaucer, 11. +2123 f.
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« 3£.enX©vf8l ^^a'^nev ydx to ^new.oc
.eeeeXX ©Xtiroe ijcr XoX Y^i^X-w ofaia \ i^d1 ** ir
'rx«Si ,fX e^tfgoIonS s *aofc’TB‘i‘ edt " .neopadC; {X/
~ (
• t .XL ^necuxtfjO ot tepH » ifcOi/ariCii
i.iyn aras aksn of thy irasty speches
Now swich a r^/m the level I Mteche'.
This may well be rym iogerel,’ q’jol he. (l)
A faw lines later he rerrarkea:
Thy arasty rymying is nat worth a toora’. (2)
As poetry was the acceptsl form of liter*atnre, fHe
young writers usually wrote lyrics:
But for to kepe me fro ylelnesse,
Trewly 1 aiae my besynesse
To make songes
,
as I bests kouis
,
Ana ofte tyme I song hem louis
;
Ana male songes thus a gret ael,





nna also i have ofte assaiea
Aonaeal, balals ana virelai
?or hi"'S on ’A'^or^ myn bsrts lai
To make, ana aio forto peinte
Jaroles with my worlss queinte.
To setts my pourpos alofte.
Ana thus I sang hem forth fulofts
In halls anl ek in chambrs aboute
,
Ana maae merie among the >"oute
. (4)
Again he saia;






These passages inlicats that short lyric poems were
Cl)Jhaucer, Host to Jhaucer, 11. +2111-2115.
(2) laem, 1. +2120.
1.3) Jhaucer, ”'The Book of the juchssse,'’ 11. 1155-1161.
( 4 ) Gower, "Confessio Amantis," Book i, 11. 2726-2734.
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-
nuffi'cjrous . of them have been lost, tut perhaps the majority
woula have hisn of no great service to literature. Chaucer
notea that m.ost contemporary writing passes on to oblivion,
causing only a momentary flu-’ry of interest:
But al shal passe that men prose or ryme
;
fake every man his turn, as for his tyme
.
(I)
Both Chaucer ana G-ower alluiea to f^e special aopeal
of poetry. Gower remarked:
(fvhan wordes mealen with the song.
It doth piesance wel the more. (2)
Chaucer took example:
uO here, the forme of olde clerkis speche
In poetrie
,
if ye hire hokes sechs
. (?)
By his protestations, .’,'yclif virtually acknowlederei
the aaazsa pleasure in rhyme:
i<'or thei aocken Goadis wori, and tate^en it ^y t>^er




” uenvoy a ocogan," 11. 42 f •
Gower, " Confessio ^mantis,” il. 1550 f .
13) Chaucer ’’Troilus ana Criseyde,'’ 11. 1850 f.
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The poets of the fourteenth century/ tased their crit-
ical opinions on the stanaards of dreek, Latin, and French
poets. They were familiar with classical works and with such
contemporary forms of literature as lyric poetry, chronicles,
romances, and theological prose. Jhaucer and dower noted f^e
most suitable subjec's for literary development. They followed
the example of the best poets of the classical age in writing
trageay
.
^any tales were concerned with acts of chivalry,
heroic aeeas ana exploits, myths, and love in all its asnects .
Un-iike the classical poets they wrote that moral virtues and
religious doctrines should form the mainstay of literature.
These were, in fact, the only acceptable suV'jects of literature
in the ^uiadla Ages. Ayclif deplored the popularity of the world-
ly tales in hda ser;*iOn3 and treatises. Chaucer contented him-
self with a last minute retractation, dower compromised by com-
bining in his one great English work the subjects of amusem.ent
ana aoctrine
.
hs might be expectea when the philosophy of an age
look^a back to a glorious past and forward to a hopeful future,
ana renounced the present, the aut^'Ors mads use of old tales
in their works. They made no attempt at originality or novelty,
but believea that the use of such tales added to the dio-nitv
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Jhaucsr, as a p:ooi technician, knew the practical
value of using stories familiar to the people. In literature of
oral tradition, repetition was necessary for comprehension. Al-
though on the whole he agreed with medieval men, dower arrived
at a logical conclusion. He advised authors to write sometT^ine
original basea on the exploits of the great men of the Middle
Ages so that future generations would become familiar 'with its
greatness
.
The great contribution of these writers was the
aeraonstrat ion of the practicability of using English as a lit-
erary language. They v/ere hampered by the lack of example;
there was no best usage to follow. The language was not stable;
it was far from its final form, despite these obvious disad-
vantages the authors felt that the people had a rifrht to a lit-
erature in their own tongue, moreover, it was mors in keeping
with their peaagogicai aim to write in a language which the
people coula unaerstand than to continue the use of Latin. T^eir
aefense of the use of English remains a most important section
of historical criticism.
In defining terras the authors followed ths teachings
of the classics. Jhaucer's definition of trae^edy closelv fol-
iowea that of Aristotle. His definition of a lay as a song
without music intim,atea all later definitions of ly^ic poetry.
It was -..yclif who made most definite contr ih’utions to the
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in using th:J vulgar tongue for a literary language,
py
.
the authors were vitallv oonoernea with technical nroV'l.ems .
Jhauoer was most concerned with the difficulties. He alvis3d





to the act, ana using figures of speech. Gower, v/ift" customary
serious logic, urged the poet to use technical devices and yet
keep his work free from ostentation; he urged simplicity of
language
.
Jhaucer, due to his translation, expressed su’C^i car-
ainal rules as the necessity of strict aaherence to the original
work in wora ana meaning. He admitted that the personality -
the moaern term is not his - of the translator caused diver g-ence
from the original.
despite the interest in technical prohlems the -writers
di.. not lose sight of the fact that the thought is o'^ primary
importance. It was yclif who most vehsm.ently opposed the orac-
tice of working for beauty of sound rather than nrofundity of
tho'a ht. Jhaucer and Gower agreed that the thought was the
most important element in literary wo?'*k.
The theoretical aim of the writers was to teach
Jhristian aoctrines
.
Go’wer followed the example of ^^orace hy
giving an equal emphasis to the two f'lnctions of literatu'-e -
to teach and to delight - in the ’’Jonfessio Amantis”
.
However,
in his other ’works his emphasis was on moral pedagogy. Chaucer
theoretically followed the moral function of literatu'^e, h^t
much of his work was solely of 'worlaly pleasures. These works
r\.i* noY-6iQc<o4 tifif ^Vtt str n't
. Jtc>rrf'^0£^ ;Cj'tw jlerr*!'£?3rio3 ’»JX-6iti,'V enr-yr S'tft/HdcjS. t*tj!
'"i- _
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ha profassad to ranounca at the closa of ^is life.
Jhauoar aru. Gowar knew that hard work w'as naoassary in
literary creation, fhey places lit^’le real ennoi^asis on fhe
powers of inspiration, alluding to it only in conventional Tn-
vocations
.
Both authors ir.ade use of the word ’’make” to exorass
the creative work of the poet, and emphasize! the labor and
time necessary for a completed product.
There was little discussion of the relative merits of
prose ana poetry, roatry v/as the accepted form and the authors
wro wished their fame to rest on literary accompli s’^ments wnote
in that form.
From their writing, then, 'we have found few cnitical
aifferencas in the works of Chaucer, Gower, and "yclif. They
foliowea the examples and the stories of the classical writens.
They were somewhat influenced by the French. The medieyal phil-
osophy of ’’contemptus mundi’’ limited the scone of their v;nit-
ings to religious and moral subjects. The two literary lights of
the perj-Oa, however, had sufficient insierbt to transcend this
narrow aim and to accede the right of literature to delivbt.
Their critical remarks are of im^portance mainly as
they reveal the technical problems of early users of English.
The way in which they settled their problems set many critical
stanaards for the future generations of English writers. Tt is
to them that we owe, in larye measu’^e
,
the stability an! the
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This is a fairly complete selection of Wyclif’s works.
Two of the volumes give his sermons; the thirl pives
his treatises .
iiiiacaulay, G-. J., el., ’"ntie Oomplete Works of John aower,"
Oxford, 1901, volumes II ana III .
Volume I -was concernea with his French v/orks .
Aobinson, F. N., el., "The Oomplete Works of Oeoffrey Chaucer,"
Houghton .Viifflin Oomoany, Boston, 1933, Student’s
Cambridge eaition.
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